
6 soveværelse Lejlighed til salg i Juzcar, Málaga

Welcome to the serenity and exclusivity in this unique retreat in Júzcar, in the hermosa serranía de Málaga! This
exceptional property extends over 32 hectares, offering a quiet life experience and plenty of possibilities. Discover the
peace and harmony in this refuge that actually functions as a meditation and yoga retreat, ideal for those who can
enjoy a serene and bright life style.

Rodeada por la naturaleza de la serranía de Málaga, this property extends over 32 hectares, offering an oasis of peace
and natural beauty.
The main house, with over 500m2, has an elegant and versatile design, providing a comfortable space for living and
maintenance.
Very independent apartments, each with a kitchen, living room, fireplace and bathroom, offering flexible and private
options for guests or independent activities.
The property has a yurta specially designed for yoga practices, with large windows that allow the entry of natural light
and create a serene and relaxing atmosphere.
Enjoy meals in the open air on the dining porch and enjoy moments on the terrace with our other apartments,
creating a welcoming and social environment.
Electricity comes from solar energy, supplied by a large battery reserve and a generator, providing constant and
sustainable storage.
Variety of fruit trees:
Explore gardens that contain a large variety of fruit trees, creating a hermoso and productive environment.
Additional Spaces:
The garage-traster compartment offers additional space for storage and protection for vehicles.
Current and Potential Use:
Currently functioning as a meditation and yoga retreat, this property is ideal for those who can achieve a conscious
and balanced life style.
With its design and configuration, the property also offers exceptional potential as a Bed and Breakfast where you can
enjoy luxury together.
This property in Júzcar is more than a house; It is a sanctuary of tranquility and well-being. Discover the magic of this
unique retirement and the danger of your home or your near life style project!
Contact us to explore this exciting opportunity to enjoy and explore your life at new heights!

Purchase costs, taxes, registration and notary fees are not included in the sale price.

Hispalica Properties Where your Dreams Become Home.

  6 soveværelser   5 badeværelser   508m² Byg størrelse
  32.391m² Grundstørrelse   Svømmepøl   alto standing
  apartamento   armarios empotrados   barbacoa
  bodega   buen estado   chimenea
  cocina amueblada   cocina equipada   edificio emblemático
  escaleras   finca rústica   independiente
  jardín   lavadero   lavavajillas
  luminoso   orientación sur   pintura lisa

975.000€

 Ejendom markedsført af Hispalica Propiedades, S.L.
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